ERP abnormalities during semantic processing in schizophrenia
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Abstract
To examine the neurophysiological and cognitive characteristics of thought disturbance in schizophrenic patients, we examined the amplitude, latency, and topography of a specific event-related brain potential (ERP), the N400, which is elicited by semantically incongruent words and phrases. Twelve chronic schizophrenic patients and twelve age-matched control subjects read sentences presented visually that had either semantically correct (e.g., ‘People pray in their local church’) or incorrect endings (e.g., ‘Every Sunday morning people pray in their local nest’). Relative to normal controls, schizophrenic patients had significantly reduced N400 amplitude and increased latency to semantically anomalous endings. Additionally, a late positive component which follows the N400 was significantly reduced in amplitude in schizophrenic patients. However, patients and controls did not differ significantly in terms of the topographical distribution of either the N400 or its late positive potential, examined at 28 electrode sites. Thus, N400 topography in schizophrenic patients was not accompanied by the asymmetry which frequently characterizes the well known auditory P300 disturbance in schizophrenic patients. We concluded that these findings may reflect a profound disturbance in attentional processes in chronic schizophrenia.
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INTRODUCTION
A hallmark of schizophrenia is a disturbance in thought whereby discourse is often contaminated by semantically incorrect words or phrases. This is evidenced clinically by such distinct symptoms as loose associations, word salad, circumstantiality, and tangentiality. Although the cognitive mechanisms of schizophrenic thought disorder have been extensively studied (Andreasen, 1979a,b, 1986; Johnson and Holzman, 1979; Holzman et al., 1986) the extent to which this disturbance reflects a specific impairment in semantic processing or may be attributable to a more general dysfunction in attentional processes is unclear. Similarly, the neurobiological basis for thought disturbance has yet to be fully elucidated, although recent evidence from both event-related potential (ERP) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies point to a left temporal lobe abnormality (McCarley et al., 1989; Shenton et al., 1992).
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To help elucidate some of the neurophysiological and cognitive characteristics of thought disturbance in schizophrenia, we adopted in this current investigation a well-studied ERP paradigm that has been demonstrated to be highly sensitive to semantic incongruities in healthy controls (Kutas and Hillyard, 1980, 1984; Kutas et al., 1984, 1987). In this paradigm, sentences are typically presented visually, one word at a time, with the final word of the sentence being either semantically congruent or semantically incongruent. In healthy subjects, nonsensical endings (e.g., ‘Every Sunday morning people pray in their local nest’) evoke a late negative, robust ERP component occurring 400 ms post stimulus, known as the N400, whereas a small to non-existent N400 is elicited by semantically congruent endings (e.g., ‘People pray in their local church’). Other studies using word pairs (Bentin et al., 1985) have provided additional evidence that the N400 is particularly sensitive to semantic relationships, with the N400 inversely related to the degree of semantic priming: large potentials are elicited by semantically unrelated word pairs (e.g., doctor-bread) and small potentials by semantically related word pairs (doctor-nurse). Also of importance is that the N400 is typically followed by a late positive component, occurring approximately 500–700 ms post stimulus, which is considered to be a member of the P300 family, presumably reflecting decision making (Kutas et al., 1987).

In schizophrenia, the extent to which the N400 amplitude will vary as a function of semantic incongruency is unclear. We (Adams et al., 1989; McCarley et al., 1991) have reported preliminary evidence demonstrating that schizophrenic patients show a significant reduction in N400 amplitude to semantically incongruent sentence endings. This reduction, however, was not specific to semantic processing per se, as these same patients also show reduced amplitude for the late positive component following N400. On the other hand, Mitchell et al. (1991) found that only N400, but not the subsequent late potential, varied as a function of experimental task demands involving semantic processing. Yet even in this study, because the semantic task was more difficult than the physical task, the N400 amplitude reduction may have been more related to these differences in task difficulty (which presumably influence attentional demand) than to semantic processing per se. Complicating matters even further are that other studies using word pair tasks have consistently found latency but not amplitude differences in N400 in schizophrenic patients (Grillon et al., 1991; Hokama et al., 1990).

Topographical distribution may also represent another important variable that might distinguish N400 from other schizophrenic-related ERP abnormalities. For example, we have reported a P300 topographic asymmetry in chronic schizophrenia in four separate studies, including those of patients off medication, using the auditory ‘odd ball’ paradigm (Morstyn et al., 1983; Faux et al., 1988 a,b, 1993). This topography is characterized by a significant reduction in left temporal scalp region voltages, relative to those of the right temporal scalp region. However, it remains unclear whether the auditory P300 asymmetry in schizophrenia may be specific to auditory processing or extend to the visual modality and semantic processing, as reflected by N400. Of note is that in healthy subjects the auditory P300 and the visual N400 have different topographic distributions, with the former symmetrically distributed and the latter with a centro-parietal distribution with slightly larger voltages over the right than left scalp regions (Kutas et al., 1987; Fischer et al., 1983). No study to our knowledge has examined the topography of the N400 and its subsequent late positive potential in schizophrenic patients.

The purpose of the present investigation is twofold. The first goal is to determine if findings of previous studies, including our own preliminary work, can be confirmed by examining the N400 and its late positive component to semantically incongruent sentences using the classic Kutas paradigm in schizophrenic patients. The second goal is to analyze the topographic distribution of the N400 and its late positive component using a 28 electrode set (10–20 electrodes + 8 additional electrodes), and to determine its similarity or difference with the P300.
METHODS AND PROCEDURES

Subjects

Twelve right-handed neuroleptically medicated male inpatients with schizophrenia and 12 right-handed healthy normal controls (10 male and 2 female) participated. Patients were interviewed with the SADS (Spitzer et al., 1977) by two raters (MES and RWM), who independently assigned DSM-IIIR (American Psychiatric Association, 1987) and RDC (Spitzer et al., 1977) diagnoses. Patients were selected based upon consensus of the diagnosticians. Mean chlorpromazine equivalent dose of the schizophrenics was 881 mg. Mean duration of illness was 21.3 years. Scores on the Scale for the Assessment of Negative Symptoms (SAN; Andreasen, 1981) and the Scale for the Assessment of Positive Symptoms (SAPS; Andreasen, 1984) were available for 10 of the 12 patients. Mean ratings were 11.3 on the SANS and 12.1 on the SAPS.

The following additional criteria for subject selection were used: age range of 25–55; no history of ECT, neurological illness, drug abuse, or alcohol abuse (DSM-IIIR criteria); and no medications which would grossly affect the EEG (e.g., reserpine or barbiturates). Subjects with visual impairments or projected verbal IQs (based on the WAIS-R information sub-scale) below 85 were not selected. For their participation, patient subjects were paid $7.50/h or the equivalent in institutional store coupons.

Normal control subjects were drawn from hospital staff and the community; they met the same exclusion criteria as the patient group, and had no personal or family history of psychiatric illness. Control subjects were paid $7.50/h for their participation.

Task stimuli

The stimuli and procedures for the present study were directly adapted from those of Kutas, Neville and Holcomb (1987). The sentences were developed and standardized on young children and are appropriate for young or impaired subjects. Stimuli were constructed from 80 sentence final words which were highly constrained by the preceding sentence context (cloze probability > 0.85; semantically congruent). Stimulus materials were randomly rearranged in a manner such that half of the final words were semantically correct and half were semantically incorrect (cloze probability < 0.01). Individual words were sequentially presented on a video monitor with subjects seated at approximately 1 meter from the screen (stimuli subtended 1 degree of visual angle). ERPs were collected only following the final words.

Task procedures

Prior to the actual task, subjects were first given 5 practice sentences to verify task understanding and performance accuracy. The practice task and core task were self-paced with the subject pressing a button when ready for sentence presentation. Each word of the sentence was displayed for 250 ms with an interword interval of 1 s. The final word of the sentence was cued by a period for punctuation. After a 2 s delay following sentence presentation, the screen prompted the subject to indicate the sensibility of the sentence. A ‘yes’ response indicated the sentence was congruent; ‘no’ signified incongruent. Subjects responded by pressing the left button for ‘yes’ and right for ‘no’ (counterbalanced between subjects). Responses were monitored by an assistant who sat behind the subject. When necessary, subjects were re instructed. The initiation of each sentence was self-paced, but was typically 2–3 s after the response to the previous sentence. Routinely, breaks were given after every 15 sentences. As described above, a total of 80 sentences were delivered per session (40 semantically congruent, 40 semantically incongruent).
Evoked potentials (ERPs) were recorded from 28 tin plate scalp electrodes referred to linked-ears using an Electra-Cap International, Inc. electrode cap. Scalp electrode placements included all electrodes in the International 10–20 system with 8 additional interpolated electrodes. The Fpl, Fp2 and Cz sites were located by precise International 10–20 measurements, and all other electrodes were positioned automatically at standard relative distances. The cap contained the following interpolated electrodes: FTC1/2, TCP1/2, CPI/2, PO1/2. FTC1 was placed at the intersection between F3-T3 and C3-F7; TCP1 was placed between C3-T5 and P3-T3; CPI and PO1 were placed at the midpoints of the diagonals formed by Cz-P3 and Pz-01, respectively. Electrodes were placed at homologous sites on the contralateral side. Vertical EOG was recorded using right eye supra- and infra-orbital electrodes. Horizontal EOG was recorded from electrodes at the right and left external canthi. EOG contamination was corrected with the use of regression based and subject unique weighting coefficients (Semlitsch et al., 1986). Electrode impedance was maintained at less than 4 kΩ. The EEG was filtered using a bandpass of 0.15 to 40 Hz (Neuroscience, Inc. EEG amplifiers: 36 dB/octave rolloff for low-pass and 6 dB/octave for high-pass). Single trial epochs were digitized and stored on a hard disk, with archival storage on tape. ERP averages for each channel were constructed from 256 ms samples over a 1000 ms time interval. Sampling began 100 ms prior to stimulus presentation, and the average of this prestimulus interval established the baseline. Single trial epochs from any channel which had voltages in excess of ±50 μV were excluded.

Data were averaged over trials for semantically congruent final words and semantically incongruent completion final words. During the averaging of ERP data from individual trials, artifact rejection criteria were imposed to reject trials with eyeblink or movement artifact. When this resulted in average based on less than 18 sentences per condition, subjects were rerun using an independent set of sentences. This was necessary for 3 subjects in each group. Our results are based on an average of 33.9 trials/condition for the schizophrenics and 33.6 trials/condition for the normal controls. Unless otherwise specified, all waveform analyses, as in most other N400 studies, were taken from the difference between the semantically incongruent ERP minus the semantically congruent condition ERP.

The N400 peak component latency was defined as the data point at the Cz electrode with the largest negative voltage between 300 to 500 ms. The time interval for amplitude integration was defined as peak component latency plus or minus 50 ms. Since groups appeared to differ in the latency of the N400 (at CZ: normal controls = 368.9 ± 34.3 ms; schizophrenics = 393.1 ± 23.3 ms, t(22) = 2.02, p < 0.056), N400 mean integrated amplitude was measured as the mean voltage between 319-419 ms in normal controls and between 343-443 ms in schizophrenics. These time-windows captured the descending phase and nadir of the N400 component in most subjects. Similarly, the late positive peak component latency was defined as the largest positive voltage between 500–900 ms at Cz. Time interval for amplitude integration in the late positive component was determined by peak component latency plus or minus 100 ms in the normal control group. Period of integration for this late positive component was twice that of the N400 integration period, because inspection of the grand-averaged late positive component suggested that its ‘rise/fall’ duration was approximately twice that of the N400 component.

The next step in the analysis was to examine the voltage topography using color-coded maps of the voltages at the 28 scalp electrodes (Duffy, 1982). Color topographic maps were interpolated using a four point nearest-neighbor algorithm (Buchsbaum et al., 1982). We then examined group median differences as a function of the rank-order at each site using a non-parametric Mann-Whitney Z-transform significance probability map (SPM) (Duffy, Bartels, and Burchfiel, 1981) to determine the scalp region of maximal statistical separation between schizophrenics and normal controls; the values at each of the 28 electrodes were then interpolated to form a topographic map, using the same interpolation algorithm as for voltages.
This SPM analysis was used to ensure that the planned subsets of electrodes for hypothesis-testing were sufficient to describe group differences measured at all 28 electrodes.

Based on the topographic pattern of left temporal P300 deficits in Morstyn et al. (1983) and Faux et al. (1988a, 1993) and the amplitude maxima of N400 and late positive components, a subset of electrodes were selected prior to statistical analysis. Specifically, we examined the mean integrated voltages at electrodes T.5, P3, Pz, P3, and T6. The MANOVA statistical analyses used paralleled our previous studies (Faux and McCarley, 1990). The MANOVA focused on between group differences, where Hotelling's $T^2$ test provided information on three kinds of differences: (1) overall group amplitude differences; (2) group amplitude differences at each scalp electrode site (‘protected’ $t$-contrasts); and (3) group topographic differences based on a test of a group-by-electrode-site interaction (profile analysis of parallelism). We also used McCarthy and Wood's (1985) algorithm for normalizing the data to eliminate amplitude differences which might be misinterpreted by MANOVA as an interaction.

RESULTS

Behavioral performance

During the week preceding the ERP test session, subjects were asked to verbally complete the final word of 80 sentences with known cloze probability $\geq 0.85$ based on the performance of elementary school children (from work of Holcomb and Neville, personal communication). The highest probability word was correctly supplied by schizophrenic subjects for an average of 76.6 of the 80 sentences, and by normal controls for 79.2 of the sentences.

In the context of the ERP design, response accuracy for judgments of the semantic appropriateness of sentence final words was reduced in schizophrenic when compared to control subjects (data based on 9/12 subjects per group due to software error and consequent data loss). The proportion of correct judgments was 0.87 ± 0.15 for the schizophrenic and 0.99 ± 0.01 for the normal controls ($t(16) = 15.02; p \leq 0.001$). Patients’ errors were distributed evenly among sentences with appropriate and inappropriate word endings.

Event related brain potentials

Fig. 1 presents the data at PZ and selected lateral sites for the semantically incongruent and semantically congruent final words. As shown, the N400 effect was produced in response to semantic incongruent words for both the schizophrenic and the normal controls. While the late positive component is evident in the waveform produced by the normal controls, it is virtually absent in the data from the schizophrenic subjects. Statistical analyses and all further presentation are based on the difference waveforms obtained by subtracting the semantically congruent condition waveform from the semantically incongruent condition waveform.

Exploratory data analysis

Grand-averaged difference wave forms

Fig. 2 displays the difference between anomalous and best fit condition wave forms. As shown, the general morphology and topography of the N400 component (approximately 250–500 ms) and the late positive component (approximately 600–800 ms) in normal subjects is in accord with studies by other investigators.

N400 Component latency at peak amplitude was examined at CZ, revealing a significant delay in the N400 in schizophrenics (at CZ: normal controls = 368.9 ± 34.3 ms; schizophrenics = 393.1 ± 23.3 ms, $t(22) = 2.02, p < 0.056$) relative to normal controls. The N400 latency delay in schizophrenia was not attributable to delays in earlier components. N100 and P200 peak
latencies (CZ) in the unsubtracted waveforms were not statistically different between schizophrenics and normal controls (mean N100 latencies = 134 and 127 ms respectively; mean P200 latencies = 194 and 207 ms, respectively). Additionally, no between-group latency difference was found for the late positive component.

### Grand-averaged component topography

Fig. 3 shows the N400 component topography for normal controls and schizophrenics, and in the third panel the SPM, showing distribution of Mann-Whitney Z-scores resulting from between-group comparisons of integrated amplitudes at each scalp electrode site. Normal controls showed relatively symmetrical distribution of the N400 component, with maximal negativity in the centroparietal region. In contrast, schizophrenics appeared to show maximal negativity in the right temporal region, with less negativity in homologous left regions. The resultant Mann-Whitney Z-SPM shows a pattern of larger Z-scores on the left scalp than on the right, suggestive of, but not proving topographic asymmetry between groups.

Fig. 4 shows the late positive component topography for normal controls and schizophrenics, and the resultant Mann-Whitney Z-SPM. Again, these results reveal that normal controls had a relatively symmetrical distribution of the late positive component, with maximal positivity in the centroparietal region. In contrast, schizophrenics appear to show relatively symmetrical left/right voltage distributions, but with a posteriorly displaced maximum compared to normals. Again, the resultant Mann-Whitney Z-SPM shows a pattern of larger Z-scores on the left scalp than on the right, suggestive of, but not proving topography asymmetry between groups.

### Multivariate analyses using Hotelling’s T-squared test

#### N400 component

**Overall group differences**—Fig. 5 (left panel) plots the mean N400 amplitude values (by group and electrode site) which were used in the ‘between-groups’ MANOVA analyses. Overall N400 amplitude differences comparing schizophrenics (343–443 ms) and normal controls (319–419 ms) were statistically significant using an *a priori* MANOVA ‘Levels’ test (sum of amplitudes at T5 + P3 + Pz + P4 + T6), confirming the N400 amplitude reduction in schizophrenics compared to normal controls ($t(22) = 2.29$, $p < 0.05$).

**Group amplitude differences at each scalp electrode site (‘protected’ Mann-Whitney tests)**—Protected Mann-Whitney contrasts comparing individual scalp regions were performed on the data in Fig. 5, left panel, by simply applying a Bonferroni correction. Electrodes with maximal statistical significance (at $P<0.05$) have been starred in the figure, indicating that P3 and Pz produced maximal statistical separation between groups, a finding consistent with the r-SPM topography.

**Test of topographic interaction**—As shown in Fig. 5, left panel, normal controls produced a relatively symmetrical voltage distribution, while schizophrenics showed slightly more negativity on the left than on the right. However, schizophrenic versus normal control group differences in normalized topographic distribution were tested by profile analysis of parallelism and found to be statistically non-significant ($F<1$).

#### Late positive component

**Overall group differences**—Fig. 5 (right panel) plots the mean amplitude values for the late positive component (by group and electrode site) which were used in the ‘between-groups’ MANOVA analyses. Overall amplitude differences (600–800 ms) comparing schizophrenics and normal controls were statistically significant (Hotelling’s $T^2$ equivalent $F(5, 18) = 4.74$, $P < 0.05$). A follow-up ‘Levels’ test (sum of amplitudes at T5 + P3 + Pz + P4 + T6) statistically
confirmed the overall late positive component reduction in schizophrenics compared to normal controls ($t(22) = 3.87, P < 0.001$).

**Group amplitude dzyerences at each scalp electrode site (‘protected’ Mann-Whitney tests)—** Protected Mann-Whitney contrasts comparing individual scalp regions showed maximal statistical significance at P3, Pz, and P4 electrode sites, which have been starred in Fig. 5, right panel.

**Test of topographic interaction—** As shown in Fig. 5, right panel, both normal controls and schizophrenics produced a relatively symmetrical voltage distribution, with a slight L > R voltage distribution. This visual pattern does not suggest the presence of a group-by-scalp electrode site interaction. Indeed, schizophrenic versus normal control group differences in normalized topographic distribution were tested by profile analysis of parallelism and found to be statistically non-significant ($F(4, 19) = 1.36, N.S.$).

**DISCUSSION**

In relation to normal controls, schizophrenic patients exhibited significantly attenuated amplitude and delayed latency for N400 to semantically incongruent sentence endings. These N400 abnormalities were also accompanied by significant group differences in amplitude but not for latency for the late positive component, with the schizophrenic patients again showing a significant reduction in amplitude, relative to normal controls. No group differences in the topography of the N400 or its late positive component were found. These current findings are thus consistent with other investigations that have demonstrated delayed N400 latency (Grillon et al., 1991; Hokama et al., 1990) and reduced N400 amplitude (Mitchell et al., 1992) in patients with schizophrenia.

The extent to which these schizophrenic N400 abnormalities reflect a specific impairment in semantic processing is, however, unclear. Indeed, amplitude reductions were evident for both the presumably semantically sensitive N400 as well as its late positive component, which is thought not to be strongly related to semantic operations. This suggest that the demonstrated ERP abnormalities in the current sample of schizophrenic patients may reflect a more general diminution in attentional resources rather than a specific impairment in processing semantic incongruities. Mitchell et al. (1991), who recently conceptualize the N400 and its late positive potential in terms of the distinction between passive and active attentional processes, suggested the N400 reflects a passive, automatic semantic priming mechanism, whereas its last positive potential reflects an active, voluntary, and conscious process. The current results therefore point to a functional impairment in both so-called automatic and controlled processes of attention in this group of schizophrenic patients.

That these current data may reflect an impairment in both automatic and controlled processes of attention is somewhat of a departure from behavioral studies that typically find that controlled but not automatic attentional processes are compromised by schizophrenia (Kwapil et al., 1991; Nestor et al., 1990, 1991, 1992; Oltmanns, 1978). In fact, Callaway and Naghdi (1982) suggested that automatic processes may be normal or supernormal in schizophrenia. However, the current group of patients have a mixed positive and negative symptom profile with a markedly severe and chronic illness that has had a widespread and debilitating effect on a variety of mental processes, regardless of whether these may be characterized as automatic or controlled in nature. Future studies will need to address the effect of chronicity on the N400 in patients with schizophrenia. Likewise, the effects of neuroleptic medications on N400 are unknown and are worthy of further study.
The neural generators that may underlie the N400 deficit in schizophrenia are also unknown. In contrast, evidence from depth electrode studies in patients with seizure disorders suggest P300 generators in medial temporal lobe, while studies of stroke lesions suggest that the superior temporal gyrus plays a critical role in the P300 circuit. Recent data from our laboratory (McCarley et al., 1993) point to a strong linkage between P300 asymmetry and volume reductions of the left posterior STG in schizophrenics. Because the topography of the N400 component differs from that of P300, and no topographic asymmetry is observed in schizophrenic patients, it is possible that the N400 deficit in some schizophrenics reflects a disturbance of a different neurobehavioral system than the P300 component.

In summary, the present study underscores the utility of the N400 as a physiological probe of cognitive operations involved in thought in both patients and controls. Future studies are needed to examine the relationship of the N400 and its late positive potential in schizophrenia with specific objective clinical measures of thought disorder, and to examine the N400 in unmedicated patients. Moreover, it would also be instructive to examine the relationship of N400 and auditory P300 in the same groups of schizophrenic patients, and to determine which MRI-defined abnormalities can be associated with the N400. In a similar vein, future studies may also want to address N400 within the auditory modality. The P300, for example, varies considerably as a function of modality in schizophrenia, with auditory P300 amplitude consistently depressed (Pritchard, 1986) especially over left temporal scalp regions (Faux et al., 1990), whereas visual P300 amplitude is not consistently depressed (Pfefferbaum et al., 1989; Wagner et al., 1990). Nevertheless, the present study reinforces the usefulness of the N400 as yet another important neurophysiological probe in schizophrenia, and one that is particularly cogent because of its potential relationship to the hallmark symptom of thought disorder.
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Grand-averaged waveforms elicited by ‘best fit’ (continuous line) and ‘anomalous’ (dashed line) end-of-sentence words in schizophrenics (top) and normal controls (bottom). In normal controls, note that the waveform associated with the ‘anomalous’ condition showed increased negativity (N400) in the 300–500 ms range and increased positivity (late positive component) in the 600–800 ms range with respect to the waveform associated with the ‘best-fit’ condition. Note, further, that these respective negativities and positivities in schizophrenics are negligible relative to normal controls. Voltage levels at time zero (baselines) were determined by the mean of a 100 ms prestimulus interval (not shown). Arrows (at Pz) indicate the approximate position of the mean N100 and P200 peak component latencies, respectively. Mean latency differences for these early components between groups were not statistically different. For both groups, n = 12.
Fig. 2. Grand-averaged difference waveforms (‘anomalous’ minus ‘best-fit’) for schizophrenics (n = 12, continuous lines) and normal controls (n= 12, dashed lines). In normal controls, increased negativity (N400) was apparent in the 300–500 ms range, but is negligible for schizophrenics. Normal controls showed increased positivity (late positive component) in the 600–300 ms range; schizophrenics showed virtually no positivity in this time range. Arrows (at Cz and Pz) indicate the approximate position of the mean N400 peak component latencies for both schizophrenic patients and normal controls. Group latency differences were statistically significant.
Fig. 3.
Topographic distribution of N400 component activity (319–419 ms in normal controls and 343–443 ms in schizophrenics) and Mann-Whitney Z-SPM. Left and middle panels: These voltage maps show that normal controls produced a relatively symmetrical pattern of negativity (darker greys equal greater negativity), with a posterior minima at the midline. By contrast, schizophrenics showed a slightly greater negativity over right scalp than left. Grey-coded voltages are scaled differently for schizophrenics and normal controls to make scalp distributions clearly visible. Voltage scale maxima and minima are the following: normal controls = 0.0 to –4.0 μV; schizophrenics = 0.0 to –2.0 μV. Right panel, SPM: scale maxima and minima were the following: Z = +3.0 to 0.0. The largest Z-values were in the left temporal-occipital scalp region (TCPl, P3, 01) with Z-values ranging from 2.02 to 2.60. The Z-values of neighboring centro-temporal electrodes (T3, C3, Cz, C4, T4) were 0.02 to 1.76.
Fig. 4. 
Topographic distribution of late positive component (600–800 ms) and Mann-Whitney Z-SPM. 
Left and middle panels: Voltage maps show that normal controls produced a relatively symmetrical pattern of positivity (lighter greys equal greater positivity), with a posterior maximum at the central midline (lightest grey). By contrast, schizophrenics showed their greatest positivity over left occipital scalp. Grey-coded voltages are scaled differently for schizophrenics and normal controls to make scalp distributions clearly visible. Voltage scale maxima and minima are the following: normal controls = 4.5 to 0.0 μV; schizophrenics = +0.5 to −2.0 μV. Right panel, SPM: scale maxima and minima were the following: Z = +4.0 to 0.0. The largest Z-values were in the left temporal scalp region (T3, TC1, C3, Cz), with Z-values ranging from 3.61 to 3.90. The Z-values of neighboring electrode sites ranged from 0.92 to 3.70.
Fig. 5.
Mean integrated N400 (left panel) and late positive component (right panel) amplitude compared by groups and scalp recording region. Despite large amplitude differences between groups, note that both groups showed amplitudes that were relatively symmetrical about the midline (Pz). Statistical differences (Bonferroni-corrected) of between-group amplitude differences by electrode site are asterisked ($p < 0.05$).